In deciding what to investigate, how to formulate ideas and what problems to focus on, the individual mathematician has to be guided ultimately by their own sense of values. There are no clear rules, or rather if you only follow old rules you do not create anything worthwhile.
Sir Michael Atiyah (FRS, Fields Medallist 1966 SIAM Publications (1996) Matrix computing arises in the solution of almost all linear and nonlinear systems of equations. As the computer power upsurges and high resolution simulations are attempted, a method can reach its applicability limits quickly and hence there is a constant demand for new and fast matrix solvers. Preconditioning is the key to a successful iterative solver. It is the intention of this book to present a comprehensive exposition of the many useful preconditioning techniques. Preconditioning equations mainly serve for an iterative method and are often solved by a direct solver (occasionally by another iterative solver). Therefore it is inevitable to address direct solution techniques for both sparse and dense matrices. While fast solvers are frequently associated with iterative solvers, for special problems, a direct solver can be competitive. Moreover, there are situations where preconditioning is also needed for a direct solution method. This clearly demonstrates the close relationship between a direct and an iterative method.
This book is the first of its kind attempting to address an active research topic, covering these main types of preconditioners. Most generally applicable preconditioning techniques for unsymmetric matrices are covered in this book. More specialized preconditioners, designed for symmetric matrices, are only briefly mentioned; where possible we point to suitable references for details. Our emphasis is placed on a clear exposition of the motivations and techniques of preconditioning, backed up by MATLAB r 1 Mfiles, and theories are only presented or outlined if they help to achieve better understanding. Broadly speaking, the convergence of an iterative solver is dependent of the underlying problem class. The robustness can often be improved by suitably designed preconditioners. In this sense, one might stay with any preferred iterative solver and concentrate on preconditioner designs to achieve better convergence.
As is well known, the idea of providing and sharing software is to enable other colleagues and researchers to concentrate on solving newer and harder problems instead of repeating work already done. In the extreme case, there is nothing more frustrating than not being able to reproduce results that are claimed to have been achieved. The MATLAB Mfiles are designed in a friendly style to reflect the teaching of the author's friend and former MSc advisor Mr Will 
. Not enough input arguments.)
The book was born mainly out of research work done in recent years and partly out of a need of helping out graduate students to implement a method following the not-always-easy-to-follow descriptions by some authors (who use the words 'trivial', 'standard', 'well-known', 'leave the reader to work it out as an exercise' in a casual way and in critical places). That is to say, we aspire to emphasize the practical implementation as well as the understanding rather than too much of the theory. In particular the book is to attempt a clear presentation and explanation, with the aid of illustrations and computer software, so that the reader can avoid the occasional frustration that one must know the subject already before one can really understand and appreciate a beautiful mathematical idea or algorithm presented in some (maybe a lot of) mathematical literature.
About the solvers and preconditioners.
Chapter 1. (Introduction) defines the commonly used concepts; in particular the two most relevant terms in preconditioning: condition number and clustering. With non-mathematics majors' readers in mind, we give an introduction to several discretization and linearization methods which generate matrix equationsthe idea of mesh ordering affecting the resulting matrix is first encountered. Examples of bounding conditioned numbers by considering norm equivalence (for symmetric systems) are given; these appealing theories are not a guarantee for fast convergence of iterative solvers. Both the fast Fourier transforms (FFT) and fast wavelet transforms (FWT) are introduced here (mainly discrete FWT and the continuous to come later); further discussions of FFT and FWT are in Chapters 2, 4 and 8.
Chapter 2. (Direct methods) discusses the direct Gaussian elimination method and the Gauss-Jordan and several variants. Direct methods are on one hand necessary for forward type preconditioning steps and on the other hand provide various motivations for designing an effective preconditioner. Likewise, for some ill-conditioned linear systems, there is a strong need for scaling and preconditioning to obtain accurate direct solutions -a much less addressed subject. Algorithms for inverting several useful special matrices are then given; for circulant matrices diagonalization by Fourier transforms is explained Preface xvii before considering Toeplitz matrices. Block Toeplitz matrices are considered later in Chapter 13. Algorithms for graph nodal or mesh (natural graph) orderings by reverse Cuthill-McKee method (RCM), spiral and domain decomposition methods (DDM) are given. The Schur complements and partitioned LU decompositions are presented together; for symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices, some Schur properties are discussed. Overall, this chapter contains most of the ingredients for implementing a successful preconditioner.
Chapter 3. (Iterative methods) first discusses the classical iterative methods and highlights their use in multigrid methods (MGM, Chapter 6) and DDM. Then we introduce the topics most relevant to the book, conjugate gradient methods (CGM) of the Krylov subspace type (the complex variant algorithm does not appear in the literature as explicitly as presented in Section 3.7). We elaborate on the convergence with a view on preconditioners' design. Finally the popular fast multipole expansion method (along with preconditioning) is introduced. The mission of this chapter is to convey the message that preconditioning is relatively more important than modifying existing or inventing new CGM solvers. Chapter 5. (Approximate inverse preconditioners: Type 2) presents another large class of sparse approximate inverse preconditioners for a general sparse matrix problem, with band preconditioners suitable for diagonally dominant matrices and near neighbour preconditioners suitable for singular operator equations. All these preconditioners are of the backward type, i.e. M ≈ A −1 in some way and application of each sparse preconditioner M requires a simple multiplication.
Chapter 6. (Multilevel methods and preconditioners: Type 3) gives an introduction to geometric multigrid methods for partial differential equations (PDEs) and integral equations (IEs) and algebraic multigrid method for sparse linear systems, indicating that for PDEs, in general, smoothing is important but can be difficult while for IEs operator compactness is the key. Finally we discuss multilevel domain decomposition preconditioners for CG methods. Chapter 8. (Sparse wavelet preconditioners: Type 5) first introduces the continuous wavelets and then considers to how construct preconditioners under the wavelet basis in which an underlying operator is more amenable to approximation by the techniques of Chapters 4-7. Finally we discuss various permutations for the standard wavelet transforms and their use in designing banded arrow (wavelet) preconditioners.
Chapter 9. (Wavelet Schur preconditioners: Type 6) generalizes the Schur preconditioner of Chapter 7 to wavelet discretization. Here we propose to combine the non-standard form with Schur complement ideas to avoid finger-patterned matrices.
Chapter 10. (Implicit wavelet preconditioners: Type 7) presents some recent results that propose to combine the advantages of sparsity of finite elements, sparse approximate inverses and wavelets compression. Effectively the wavelet theory is used to justify the a priori patterns that are needed to enable approximate inverses to be efficient; this strategy is different from Chapter 9 which does not use approximate inverses.
About the selected applications.
Chapter 11. (Application I) discusses the iterative solution of boundary integral equations reformulating the Helmholtz equation in an infinite domain modelling the acoustic scattering problem. We include some recent results on high order formulations to overcome the hyper-singularity. The chapter is concluded with a discussion of the open challenge of modelling high wavenumber problems.
Chapter 12. (Application II) surveys some recent work on preconditioning coupled matrix problems. These include Hermitian and skew-Hermitian splitting, continuous operators based Schur approximations for Oseen problems, the block diagonal approximate inverse preconditioners for a coupled fluid structure interaction problem, and FWT based sparse preconditioners for EHL equations modelling the isothermal (two dependent variables) and thermal (three dependent variables) cases.
Chapter 13. (Application III) surveys some recent results for iterative solution of inverse problems. We take the example of the nonlinear total variation (TV) Preface xix equation for image restoration using operator splitting and circulant preconditioners. We show some new results based on combining FWT and FFT preconditioners for possibly more robust and faster solution and results on developing nonlinear multigrid methods for optimization. Also discussed is the 'matrixfree' idea of solving an elliptic PDE via an explicit scheme of a parabolic PDE, which is widely used in evolving level set functions for interfaces tracking; the related variational formulation of image segmentation is discussed.
Chapter 14. (Application IV) shows an example from scientific computing that typifies the challenge facing computational mathematics -the bifurcation problem. It comes from studying voltage stability in electrical power transmission systems. We have developed two-level preconditioners (approximate inverses with deflation) for solving the fold bifurcation while the Hopf problem remains an open problem as the problem dimension is 'squared'! Chapter 15. (Parallel computing) gives a brief introduction to the important subject of parallel computing. Instead of parallelizing many algorithms, we motivate two fundamental issues here: firstly how to implement a parallel algorithm in a step-by-step manner and with complete MPI Fortran programs, and secondly what to consider when adapting a sequential algorithm for parallel computing. We take four relatively simple tasks for discussing the underlying ideas. The Appendices give some useful background material, for reference purpose, on introductory linear algebra, the Harwell-Boeing data format, a MATLAB tutorial, the supplied Mfiles and Internet resources relevant to this book.
Use of the book. The book should be accessible to graduate students in various scientific computing disciplines who have a basic linear algebra and computing knowledge. It will be useful to researchers and computational practitioners. It is anticipated that the reader can build intuition, gain insight and get enough hands on experience with the discussed methods, using the supplied Mfiles and programs from http : //www.cambridge.org/9780521838283 http : //www.liv.ac.uk/maths/ETC/mpta while reading. As a reference for researchers, the book provides a toolkit and with it the reader is expected to experiment with a matrix under consideration and identify the suitable methods first before embarking on serious analysis of a new problem.
